
the "find the 2 missing formulas" assignment

in class, we used the thought experiments of dropping and throwing an object to "invent" and derive 3 formulas that relate our 5 quantities of interest (d, vi, vf, a, t)….

as we talked about in class, there are only 5 formulas, as each of the formulas contains 4 of the 5 quantities.

the two we started with were essentially definitions:

d  =   ½ (vi   +  vf) t

vf  =  vi + a t



the latter formula above and a 3rd one:

d  =  vit  +  ½ a t2

were also obtained by inspecting our table of numerical values for the "drop" and "throw" and then inventing  a formula that matched the table entries



finally, the 3rd formula above was also obtained by using the first 2 (substituting formula #2 for vi into formula #1 and doing some algebraic simplification)



 your job for homework is to come up with the other 2 formulas (one is missing vi  and the other is missing t) using the procedure described:  for example, to find the formula missing t, solve for t in one of the above formulas, and then substitute for it in one of the other formulas…

in all cases, simplify algebraically (no parentheses, collect terms, etc.) and solve each formula
for d  (you will find one of the formulas, a bit rearranged, in the text reading for a later class meeting (along with all 3 of the above formulas; the other will not be in the reading)

don't forget to clearly show all work  (all steps) for full credit!

Also answer the following 3 questions:

1) the book does not use "d" in its version of the formulas; what quantity (or quanities) does it use instead?   

2) what is the name of our quantity "d"?

3) the book also does not use “vi” or  "vf"   in its formulas; what quantities does it use instead? 



